
CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT                     30 JULY – 7 AUGUST 2011

After a number of jazz  collaborations The Street Theatre and the ANU School of Music have joined

forces to develop a brand new music event for the ACT celebrating all things jazz with a nine-day

festival presenting a mix of over ninety international, national and ACT-based artists together with

learning and participatory activity for artists and audiences. Capital Jazz Project is imagined with the

soul aim of nourishing and presenting artists to the best advantage in a joyful and imaginative

style.

The 2011 line-up features international musicians, Grammy Award winning pianist, composer and

arranger Bill Cunliffe, and renowned jazz drummer, educator and technical book writer John Riley.

The Australian musicians performing represent some of this country's finest and highly regarded jazz

musicians such as: Vince Jones, Julien Wilson, Alister Spence, Lloyd Swanton, Steve Hunter, Sandy

Evans, Wanderlust, Idea of North, Brendan Clarke, Matt McMahon, Simon Barker, Ben Waples, Carl

Dewhurst, Sandy Evans, Eugene Ball, Cameron Undy, Zoe Hauptmann, Ben Hauptmann, James

Hauptmann, Fran Swinn, Toby Hall, Tamara Murphy, Brett Hirst, Dave Goodman, Misinterprotato,

James Greening, Andrew Robson and many more.

Canberra is well represented in the festival line-up by ANU faculty members, Mike Price, Miroslav

Bukovsky, Colin Hoorweg, Eric Ajaye, John Mackey,  Matt Thompson, Mark Sutton, Rachel Thoms,

Niels Rosendahl, Luke Sweeting, as well as the student led bands of Reuben Lewis, Andy Butler, Liam

Budge, and Jocelyn Jensen, representing the Next Generation feature of the festival. Canberra

musicians Rafael Jerjen, Wayne Kelly, Paul Dal Broi, Zoe Hauptmann, Ben Hauptmann, James

Hauptmann and many more will be performing as well!

Education activities will take place at the ANU School of Jazz daily. Evenings see Street Two turned

into a relaxed and intimate jazz club with table seating accommodating a diverse range of artists

while Street One takes on the big sound experiences opening with Vince Jones and closing with

Canberra favourites The Idea of North launching their latest jazz album.

Specialist programs include cross artform work Inform for jazz quartet and corde lisse. Written by

Fran Swinn recipient of the Melbourne Jazz Fringe Festival 2011 APRA Composer Commission,

Inform integrates the forms and structures inherent in jazz and improvised music with the forms and

structures integral to a circus act and features Circus Oz virtuoso acrobat/aerialist Rockie Stone with

the Fran Swinn Quartet featuring special guest Eugene Ball on Trumpet. Kidz Jazz offers children an

inspiring introduction to jazz, clever insights into its influences and a chance to create their own

music with band The World According to James.  Sirens Big Band, a 16-piece all female big band,

gives focus to outstanding young women in Australian jazz with their  new sound to the big band



setting weaving lilting African, Middle Eastern and Latin rhythms together with instrumental jazz.

From Nilesology to Westside Story Medley brings a night of brilliant arrangements from the Grammy-

award winning jazz pianist, composer and arranger Bill Cunliffe who will discuss his compositional

process as part of the evening with the second Saturday providing an opportunity to see jazz masters

Bill Cunliffe and John Riley at work.

International Artist/Composers in Residence: Bill Cunliffe and John Riley

National Artists: Alister Spence Trio, The Carl Morgan Band, Dave Ades, Fran Swinn Quartet, The

Idea of North, Julien Wilson’s Coathanger Quartet, Matt Keegan Trio, Matt Thompson Quintet, Mike

Price Quartet, Misinterpretato, Rafael Jerjen Concept, Sirens Big Band, The Subterraneans,  Vince

Jones, Wanderlust, The World According to James, Zoe and the Buttercups.

Next Generation Artists: ANU Big Band, ANU Commercial Band, Andy Butler Trio, Jocelyn Jensen

Quartet, Liam Budge Quartet, Rachel Thoms and Luke Sweeting Duo, The Reuben Lewis Quartet,

Curators       Eric Ajaye, Dean Ellis and Caroline Stacey

 Capital Jazz Project is a partnership between The Street Theatre, a proven and nationally respected

music and artistic hub and the Australian National University School of Music, the high level music

education institution whose students and alumni heavily feed into the musical landscape of

Australia. It represents an exciting opportunity to create a national forum around jazz through

bringing top quality jazz acts together in Canberra.

For further information on artists go to www.music.anu.edu.au/cjp

VENUE              The Street Theatre, 15 Childers St, Canberra City West

SEASON Saturday 30 July – Sunday 7 August 2011 

TICKETS $10 - $37

BOOKINGS 6247 1223 or www.thestreet.org.au

THE PROGRAM

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
VINCE JONES LIVE

SATURDAY 30TH JULY @ 7PM

STANDARD $35
CONCESSION $32
GROUP 4+ $29 ea.
STUDENT $25
*COMPLIMENTARY GLASS OF WINE WITH EVERY TICKET PURCHASED*

Renowned Australian jazz singer Vince Jones comes to Canberra on Saturday 30th July to perform live in the
warm surrounds of Street 1 for the Capital Jazz Project.

One of Australia's leading Jazz Vocalists, Vince Jones, is also a remarkable interpreter and composer of songs in
a contemporary jazz style - a style that appeals equally to listeners and his musical peers. As a vocalist he resists



showing off technique to the detriment of feel - he's confident in his musical literacy and sings like there's nothing
to prove. It's a refreshing approach that gives us, the audience, the chance to be really moved.

Vince Jones also plays trumpet and over the years his style has developed a distinctive reserve and subtlety - he
plays a little less and draws a good deal more from it than he did in earlier days. A brief, thoughtful solo from
Vince is worth a hundred notes played with less discretion.

"VINCE JONES IS LIVING PROOF THAT INDEPENDENCE IS NOT ABOUT GENRES...HE'S A SOULFUL
SURVIVOR, WITH A VOICE AS COOL AS A LONG G&T AND A REPERTOIRE THAT BALANCES JAZZ, ROCK
AND SOUL."  Beat Magazine

RUNNING TIMES
7pm: Rachael Thoms + Luke Sweeting Duo (30 mins performance)
7:30pm: interval
7:50pm: Vince Jones (90 mins performance)

Street 1 - unreserved | Duration - 140 minutes including interval.

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
THE MIKE PRICE QUARTET

SATURDAY 30 JULY @ 9:30PM (venue in cabaret format)

STANDARD $20
CONCESSION $15

PACKAGE W/ MATT KEEGAN TRIO MEET DAVE ADES:
STANDARD $35 + CONCESSION $25

Mike Price - Guitar
Wayne Kelly - Piano
Brendan Clarke - Bass
Colin Hoorweg - Drums

Guitarist Mike Price's new quartet teams him up with some of Australia's most swinging musicians in a special
late night performance for the Capital Jazz Project on Saturday 30th July. With a shared love and understanding
of the jazz tradition, the ensemble brings a depth of experience to their performances.

Apart from his role as Head of Jazz studies at the ANU, Mike also maintains a solid performance career including
performances in Australia with Julian Lee, Bob Sedergreen, Jonathan Zwartz, Bernie McGann, Carl Dewhurst,
Darryl Pratt and in the USA with Nat Reeves, Dave Santoro and Randy Johnston.

Having returned this year from three years gigging in Shanghai, Wayne Kelly is fast cementing a reputation as a
prodigious swing pianist. His performance credits include Wynton Marsalis, Roy Hargrove, James Morrison and
Andrew Speight.

Brendan Clarke is one of Australia's most sought after jazz bassists. He has played and recorded with many
national and international names including Kirk Lightsey, Jim McNeely, Dale Barlow and Bernie McGann. He was
the winner of the National Jazz Awards in 2001.

Colin Hoorweg is one of Australia's most respected jazz performers, researchers and pedagogues. His
performance credits include Nat Adderly, Richie Cole and Don Burrows. He was the recipient of a Churchill
Fellowship in 2000 and spent time researching jazz in New Orleans and New York.

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx. 90 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
MATT KEEGAN TRIO MEET DAVE ADES

SATURDAY 30 JULY @ 11PM (venue in cabaret format)



STANDARD $20
CONCESSION $15

PACKAGE W/ MIKE PRICE QUARTET:
STANDARD $35 + CONCESSION $25

Dave Ades - Alto Sax
Matt Keegan - Tenor Sax
Cameron Undy - Bass
Dave Goodman - Drums

The Matt Keegan Trio join forces with one of Australia's heaviest saxophone players - David Ades - in a special
late night performance for the Capital Jazz Project on Saturday 30th July.

This performance is a musical meeting between two generations of Australian jazz saxophonists - Ades an
established master craftsman, and Keegan an emerging voice on the national scene.

Keegan has composed this music to showcase the blend of their distinctive saxophone sounds and feature their
contrasting but complementing playing styles. Ades and Keegan share a deep musical affinity. A special spirit is
always present when they play together and is highlighted here in a series of etudes performed as duets, which
are interspersed between the band tracks. The music explores the various harmonies and textures available to
the saxophones performed over a series of classic jazz grooves.

"Distinctive as the masters, a unique and original voice. [Ades's] presence is as large and luminous as life itself, a
rare talent indeed." -  SYDNEY MORNING HERALD

"Keegan takes the [tenor trio] format in a new direction" - Aaron Searle, MCA Music Forum

"Keegan's tenor sound is one of the most beautiful around...he can hurt you emotionally with out being
overbearing." - SYDNEY MORNING HERALD

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx. 90 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO JAMES: KIDZ JAZZ

SUNDAY 31 JULY @ 2PM

TICKETS $10

Join Australia's foremost jazz trombonist, James Greening and The World According To James for 'Kidz
Jazz' at a special Sunday afternoon performance on August 31st at the Capital Jazz Project.

Let jazz take your children on a musical journey from the Australian rainforest to the streets of Buenos Aires,
alive with tango! They will learn the building blocks of music and how improvisation, composition and syncopation
can open the doors to expression. The World According to James offers children an inspiring introduction to jazz,
clever insights into its influences and a chance to create their own music with the band.

Street 2 - unreserved | Duration - approx. 90 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
THE RAFAEL JERJEN CONCEPT

SUNDAY 31 JULY @ 6PM (venue in cabaret format)

STANDARD $20
CONCESSION $15

PACKAGE W/ THE WORLD ACCORDING TO JAMES:
STANDARD $35 + CONCESSION $25



Rafael Jerjen - Bass
Sandy Evans - Tenor Saxophone
James Greening - Trombone
Paul Dal Broi - Piano
Mark Sutton - Drums

Up and coming Canberra bassist Rafael Jerjen brings his band 'The Rafael Jerjen Concept' to the Capital Jazz
Project on Sunday 31st June.

Rafael has led many bands under his own name and performed at many venues around the country. He has
shared the stage with internationally acclaimed artists Dave Samuels, Jeff Peterson, Katie Noonan as well as
fellow Australian artists Kristin Berardi, Matt McMahon and many more. Rafael has recorded two albums of
original jazz compositions. The first album 'Change' receives regular airplay around Australia on local and
national radio stations such as ABC Classic FM.

Rafael's current ensemble 'The Rafael Jerjen Concept' features an A-grade lineup including Australian jazz
giants Sandy Evans (tenor saxophone) and James Greening (trombone) as well as Paul Dal Broi (piano) and
Mark Sutton (drums). This band is featured on Rafael's second album 'Chrysanthemum'. The compositions are
exceptionally diverse and draw influences from a large array of different musical influences including Ahmad
Jamal, Pat Metheny, MiroslavVitous, Chick Corea, John Patitucci, TordGustavsen and many more.

The music is lyrically strong and harmonically broad, yet  maintains an overall delicate and subtle texture as it
explores various emotions through the means of masterful improvisation.

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx. 90 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO JAMES

SUNDAY 31 JULY @ 8PM (venue in cabaret format)

STANDARD $20
CONCESSION $15

PACKAGE W/ RAFAEL JERJEN CONCEPT:
STANDARD $35 + CONCESSION $25

James Greening - Trombone
Andrew Robson - Saxophone
Brett Hirst - Bass
Toby Hall - Drums

Australia's foremost jazz trombonist, James Greening (known for his role in great ensembles including Ten Part
Invention, Wanderlust and The Catholics) leads this original and exhilarating quartet at the Capital Jazz Project
on Sunday 31st July as they explore all styles and periods of jazz in a volatile and witty collision of sound that is a
testament to their longstanding rapport.

A deeply embedded musicality and love of making music defines their work and this AIR Award winning group is
now in its 19th year and sounding better than ever. Albums released include: No Job Too Small, Way Back and
Lingua Franca.

In 2002 the band appeared at the Berlin JazzFest with the Sandy Evans Trio - the first Australian groups to
appear at this prestigious festival in nearly 40 years of its existence. In 2004 the group joined the Musica Viva in
Schools program with the aiming to demystify jazz music for children and young people.

"The World According to James is a near-perfect blend of great solos, superb compositions and arrangements,
and enough wackiness never to tire"CADENCE

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx. 90 minutes.

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
JULIEN WILSON'S COATHANGER QUARTET



MONDAY 1 AUGUST @ 7:30PM (venue in cabaret format)

STANDARD $20
CONCESSION $15

PACKAGE W/ ALISTER SPENCE TRIO:
STANDARD $35 + CONCESSION $25

Simon Barker - Drums
Carl Dewhurst - Guitar
Cameron Undy - Bass
Julien Wilson - Tenor Sax

Four of Australia's finest jazz improvisers come together as Julien Wilson's CoatHanger Quartet head to
Canberra for the Capital Jazz Project on Monday 1st August.

Wilson has been playing with "The CoatHangers" in various combinations since 1994. Over the last two years
they have performed regularly in Sydney playing compositions from Wilson's albums 'while you were sleeping'
and 'Kaleidoscopic', while also exploring and interpreting themes by Duke Ellington, Ornette Coleman and Lee
Konitz. In May this year they performed together in Melbourne for the first time, and to mark the occasion Wilson
composed 7 new songs specifically for the quartet. The music embraces their personal strengths and shared
inspirations while leaving plenty of room for their highly individual voices. There is always a palpable sense of joy
and adventure when these four master improvisers get together.

"I can hear influences as diverse as Archie Shepp, Jan Garbarek, Ben Webster, GatoBarbieri,
DaveLiebman...But particularly, of Mark Simmonds, who is one of the heroes of jazz saxophone in this country." 
Dale Barlow

"Wilson was always the real thing, exploiting the instrument's warmth and sonic breadth to make gripping
statements. The Melbourne saxophonist arrived on a shock wave in the early '90s and has been vital to
Australian creative music since." John Shand

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx 90. Minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
ALISTER SPENCE TRIO

MONDAY 1 AUGUST @ 9:30PM (venue in cabaret format)

STANDARD $20
CONCESSION $15

PACKAGE W/ JULIEN WILSON'S COATHANGER QUARTET:
STANDARD $35 + CONCESSION $25

Alister Spence - Piano/Samples
Lloyd Swanton - Bass
Toby Hall - Drums/Glockenspiel

One of the Street Theatre's favourites - the Alister Spence Trio - return for the Capital Jazz Project on Monday
1st August with a late night performance in Street 2.

The Alister Spence Trio is one of the most distinctive and spellbinding units in contemporary Australian jazz
today. The band's live performances and CDs have earned them critical acclaim all over the globe.

Formed in Sydney more than ten years ago, the three members of this band have a long history of playing
together as the engine room of the acclaimed band, Clarion Fracture Zone. Individually they are recognised as
leading performers and composers: Lloyd Swanton (The Necks, The Catholics), Alister Spence (Wanderlust, The
Australian Art Orchestra, The Laughing Clowns), Toby Hall (Sandy Evans Trio, The World According to James).

Fresh from touring in Europe this year, Alister brings this acclaimed trio together to play some brand new
compositions plus music from their two most recent CDs - fit and Mercury.



Blending soundscape, rhythm, texture and improvisation the music generates excitement. Expect some magic
and sparks to fly.

'Spence has that priceless gift of always leaving you wanting more...He is never less than absorbing.' Jazzwise
Magazine, UK

'Rocks like Jerry Lee Lewis running into Thelonious Monk at full speed.' Capital Magazine, Australia

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx. 90 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
INFORM MEETS THE SIRENS

WEDNESDAY 3 AUGUST @ 7:30PM

STANDARD $25
CONCESSION $23
GROUP 4+ $20
STUDENT $18

Capital Jazz Project presents an amazing double bill featuring the 2011 Melbourne Jazz Fringe Festival
commission 'Inform' by Fran Swinn alongside the 17-piece, all-female Sirens Big Band in Street 1 on Wednesday
3rd August.

INFORM - FRAN SWINN QUARTET & CORDE LISSE

Fran Swinn - Guitar
Tamara Murphy - Double Bass
Ben Hendry - Drums
Eugene Ball - Trumpet
Rockie Stone - acrobatics/aerials

"inform" combines the art-forms of jazz music and circus act and will feature Circus Oz virtuoso acrobat/aerialist
Rockie Stone with the Fran Swinn Quartet featuring special guest Eugene Ball on Trumpet.

inform will integrate the forms and structures inherent in Jazz and improvised music with the forms and structures
integral to a circus act. This piece will contain composed and improvised sections allowing for interplay between
all performers within the musical and physical framework.

inform is a series of pieces that integrate the forms and structures inherent in jazz and improvised music with the
forms and structures integral to a circus act. The pieces will combine improvisation typical within a jazz ensemble
with interaction with the acrobat thus forming an ensemble of five. The music is structured within the parameters
(rhythm, pace, shape) that are imposed by the apparatus' (aerial rope and chair stack). Inform draws its influence
from dance, theatre and clowning as well as the musical influences of Thelonious Monk, Ornette Coleman and
Bill Frisell.

THE SIRENS BIG BAND

Loretta Palmiero, Sophie Unsen, Ruth Wells, Harriet Harding + Samantha Paver - saxophones
Rose Foster, Emma Riley + Fiona Keating - trombones
Lisa Gori, Ellen Kirkwood, Louise Rojas, Crystal Barreca - trumpets and voice
Monique Lysiak - piano
Milan Ring - guitar
Jessica Dunn - bass
Lauren Benson - drums

Formed in late 2009, the Sirens Big Band came together when the band's leaders, bassist Jessica Dunn and
saxophonist Harriet Harding were awarded the Jann Rutherford Memorial Award, which assists in the
professional development of young female jazz musicians. The ensemble brings together some of Australia's
strongest and most innovative young female jazz musicians and improvisers.

Musically the ensemble have a unique, individual voice that combines contemporary jazz with many genres and
cultural influences including reggae, gypsy and hip hop, as well as elements of African and Latin music. Sirens
are known for their energetic exciting performances that engage the audience with strong danceable grooves.



Within a short period of time Sirens have enjoyed considerable success and critical acclaim, establishing
themselves as a vital and innovative addition to the Australian jazz community. The band has played sell-out
concerts all across Sydney including SIMA's Sound Lounge, Venue 505 and QIRKZ, as well as a recent
residency at the Macquarie Hotel. Sirens have also appeared at a handful of major Australian festivals; at
Brisbane Festival 2010 where they presented a 4-day series of site specific works around Brisbane City; at
Sydney Festival 2011 performing as the house band for the extremely successful 'Trocadero Dance Palace'; and
more recently opening the 2011 Darling Harbour Jazz and Blues Festival.

Street 1 - reserved | Duration - approx. 120 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
MISINTERPROTATO

WEDNESDAY 3 AUGUST @ 9:30PM (venue in cabaret format)

STANDARD $20
CONCESSION $15

Sean Foran - Piano
Patrick Marchisella - Bass
John Parker - Drums

Brisbane's freewheeling ambient jazz trio Misinterprotato return to the intimate surroundings of the Street Theatre
for a special performance as apart of the Capital Jazz Project on Wednesday 3rd August.

More than a traditional jazz trio, Misinterprotato expands the capacities of the classic piano/ bass/drums
combination with elements of the avant-garde and a fresh attitude they bring to their music. Truly captivating, the
trio skillfully blend dense, exciting improvisations and delicate atmospherics, conjuring up sounds of modern jazz,
ambient music, avant-garde rock, free improvisation and contemporary classical music.

Formed while studying at the Queensland Conservatorium, the Misinterprotato sound is driven by pianist Sean
Foran, teamed with John Parker's expansive dynamic and timbral range on percussion and Patrick Marchisella's
visceral touch on the double bass. Live the group are mesmerising, with a free flowing exchange happening
where all instruments lead - jazz influenced but creating a new sound free of expectations and comparisons.

This performance features their latest release "The Gentle War" (Australian Jazz Bell Award Nominee 2011 for
Best Contemporary Jazz Album) with its distinctive mix of dense rhythmic interactions and gentle melodic
statements with some new work as yet unreleased.

"...energetic, full of movement and rhythmically inventive, a far cry from the staid version of jazz that befouls the
genre's reputation."INPRESS

"an absorbing performance from a band with an intriguingly original approach to music-making."THE VORTEX
LONDON LIVE REVIEW

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx. 90 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
WANDERLUST

THURSDAY 4 AUGUST @ 7:30PM

STANDARD $25
CONCESSION $23
GROUP 4+ $20
STUDENT $18

MiroslavBukovsky - Trumpet/Leader
James Greening - Trombone



Alister Spence - Piano/Keys
Jeremy Sawkins - Guitar
FabianHevia - Drums/Percussion
Zoe Hauptmann - Bass

The ARIA Award winning sextet Wanderlust, led by MiroslavBukovsky, bring their original brand of jazz
improvisation and diverse rhythms to the Street Theatre on Thursday 4th August for the Capital Jazz Project.

Wanderlust brings together the talents of six of Australia's best jazz instrumentalists. Together they have
developed a unique sound through highly original compositions, superb ensemble work alongside imaginative
improvisation and interplay. Skillfully blending global beats with jazz improvisation, the emphasis is on
composition, texture and mood, rather than displays of individual virtuosity.

Their debut CD 'Wanderlust' won the Best Jazz Album ARIA Award in 1994. Subsequently, they have release
four highly acclaimed albums: 'Border Crossing', 'Song And Dance', 'Full Bronte' and their latest offering,
'When In Rome'.

This is music to win hearts and both in Australia and worldwide, they have captured audiences and critics alike
with their joyous, exhilarating music and infectious rhythms.

Wanderlust brings together a collection of musicians whose individual work has gained them many accolades.
This is a great band, a six-piece lineup that really fires with energy.

Street 1 - reserved | Duration - approx. 120 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
THE CARL MORGAN BAND

THURSDAY 4 AUGUST @ 9:30PM (venue in cabaret format)

STANDARD $20
CONCESSION $15

Carl Morgan - Guitar
Mike Rivett - Tenor Sax
Steve Barry - Piano
Alex Boneham - Bass
Ben Vanderwal - Drums

Since departing the capital after graduating from the Australian National University in 2009, Jazz Guitarist Carl
Morgan has built a reputation for himself as one of Sydney's top young players, performing with the Jazzgroove
Mothership Orchestra, Kristin Berardi Band and the Dave Panichi Septet.

He returns this August for the Capital Jazz Project with the Carl Morgan Band, a group that has evolved over the
past two years into one of the most original and exciting bands on the Sydney scene, regularly performing around
their hometown as well as nationally. The compositions are lyrical and harmonically interesting, while at the same
time rhythmically complex but always with a strong sense of groove. The improvisations are melodic, thoughtful
and well crafted and always exciting for the listener.

The group, which has just recorded their first album (to be released later in 2011), features some of the most
talented up and coming musicians from around Australia. They include the saxophonist Mike Rivett (a recent
Manhattan School of Music Masters Graduate), New Zealand pianist Steve Barry on piano, Alex Boneham on
Bass and the incendiary Perth drummer Ben Vanderwal (Chris Potter, Jamie Oehlers, PaulGrabowsky).

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx. 90 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
FROM NILESOLOGY TO WESTSIDE STORY MEDLEY

FRIDAY 5 AUGUST @ 7:30PM

TICKETS $19



The Capital Jazz Project is proud to present From Nilesology to Westside Story Medley - a night of brilliant
arrangements from the Grammy-award winning jazz pianist, composer and arranger Bill Cunliffe.

Widely known for his creativity and invention as a composer and arranger of jazz, Cunliffe's work has been
performed by many orchestras including the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra, the Illinois Philharmonic, the Reading
(PA) Symphony, and the Henry Mancini Institute Orchestra.

From the Latin jazz style of Havana to the New Zealand inspired TeWero Nui to his Grammy Award-winning
arrangement West Side Story Medley (built on Oscar Peterson's version) Cunliffe's exemplary themes and
arrangements will be brought to life by Canberra's next generation of talented jazz artists. This unique
performance will not only present a collection of Bill Cunliffe's brilliant arrangements but the composer himself will
discuss the circumstances and inspirations around his music played.

Saxophonist and ANU lecturer John Mackey and bassist and ANU lecturer Eric C. Ajaye lead the ANU School of
Music Big Band and Commercial band respectively. Bill Cunliffe himself will lead both of the Australian National
University School of Music flagship performance ensembles. If you're looking for big night of sound this is for you.
A compellingly memorable experience for performers and audiences alike.

The Commercial Band is a flagship performance ensemble based on modern jazz music ranging from classic
jazz compositions to popular contemporary music. The Commercial Band performs at major jazz festivals around
Australia such as the Wangaratta Jazz festival, the Thredbo Jazz festival, the Manly Jazz festival, the Moruya
Jazz festival and several others.

Some of the composers and artists that have been covered by the Commercial Ensemble are Wayne Shorter,
Duke Ellington, George Gershwin, theBrecker Brothers, Eddie Harris, Miles Davis, Sting, Christopher Cross, Al
Jarreau, Wes Montgomery, Weather Report, JacoPastorius, The Yellow Jackets, Bob Mintzer, Bill Cunliffe, Matt
Harris, Jeff Jarvis, Bill Liston and many more...

Street 1 - reserved | Duration - approx. 120 minutes.

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
ZOE AND THE BUTTERCUPS
REUBEN LEWIS QUINTET

FRIDAY 5 AUGUST @ 9:30PM (venue in cabaret format)

STANDARD $20
CONCESSION $15

Zoe Hauptmann has made a huge impact on the scene since moving from her family apple orchard in idyllic
Pialligo to Sydney in 2002 and she returns to Canberra for the Capital Jazz Project on Friday 5th August with the
delightful Zoe & the Buttercups.

A young veteran of many bands, bassist Zoe Hauptmann has performed nationally and internationally with artists
including Lisa Mitchell, Elana Stone, King Curly, The World According to James, Wanderlust and has even
appeared on Play School.

Zoe & the Buttercups create a beat that'll make you wanna tune-in and rock out. As one straight-shooting
audience member remarked, "after one night with the Buttercups you'll be walkin' like you just got off a horse!"

An unexpected and visionary album, Zoe and the Buttercups blend a dynamic, unique and danceable sound that
brings the hoe-down into the 21st Century. Exploring original music they call jazz-a-billy, they breath the
influences of Jerry Reed, Creedence Clearwater Revival and the Mahavishnu Orchestra.

At home in almost any setting they've played a variety of shows ranging from launching the new MAC truck to
Jazz in the garden at Vaucluse house and the Melbourne Jazz festival. This music has its fair share of country
twang, along with rollicking train grooves, chair rocking ballads and deft improvisations by the pick of the crop of
Sydney's young jazz players.

'A weird and wonderful blend of jazz, bluegrass and rock' John Shand, Sydney Morning Herald

'...lighthearted without being at all frothy' Roger Mitchell, Sun Herald

Friday 5th's Late Night set comes from the Reuben Lewis Quintet. Featuring some of Canberra's finest young
upcoming musicians, the quintet explores many styles within the contemporary and experimental jazz idiom. The



band has a strong focus on individual, group and textural improvisation combined with structured composition
and aims to compose original music that is exciting, honest and continually evolving.

Individually and as a collective members of the Quintet have performed extensively in Australia at venues and
festivals including the Gods Cafe, Bar 303, 505, Jazzgroove, The Basement, The Metro, The Spot, Transit Bar,
Bar Open, Canberra International Music Festival, St Kilda Festival, Canberra Multicultural Festival, Wangaratta
Jazz Festival, Woodford Folk Festival, Womadelaide World Music Festival and many others.

Their debut album "Samadhi" (released in May 2010) has been featured on community and national stations
around Australia (including ABC's Jazztrack and Artsound FM) and internationally on stations in France, New
Zealand, Portugal, Switzerland, Czech Republic, Macedonia and Spain. The Quintet is currently in the process of
recording its second full-length album of original and experimental music, which will be released in early 2012.

"This is a band to ponder, to imbibe. Recommended." - Eric Pozza, Canberra Jazz

Running times:
9:30pm - Zoe & The Buttercups
11pm - Reuben Lewis Quintet

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx. 120 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
BILL CUNLIFFE TRIO WITH HORNS - SPECIAL GUEST JOHN RILEY

SATURDAY 6 JULY @ 7:30PM

STANDARD $29
CONCESSION $25
GROUP 4+ $22
STUDENTS $19

Grammy award-winning composer, arranger and jazz pianist Bill Cunliffe brings his innovative and compelling
compositional and arranging mastery to Canberra for the Capital Jazz Project on Saturday 6th August. He will be
playing in a trio with the highly acclaimed John Riley on drums and Eric Ajaye on bass alongside a horn section
featuring Miroslav Bukovsky, James Greening, John Mackey and Niels Rosendahl.

He first fell under the influence of jazz by studying at Duke University with the great pianist Mary Lou Williams.
After graduating summa cum laude from Duke, he received his masters from the Eastman School of Music. After
teaching at Central State University in Wilberforce, Ohio, he toured as pianist and arranger with the Buddy Rich
Big Band, and worked with Frank Sinatra, Ray Brown, Joe Henderson Freddie Hubbard, Benny Golson James
Moody and Joshua Redman.

As a composer and arranger, Bill has been performed by many orchestras including the Cincinnati Pops
Orchestra, the Illinois Philharmonic, the Reading (PA) Symphony, and the Henry Mancini Institute Orchestra.
Among his works are a three movement "Romantic" Fantasy for piano and orchestra, a festive overture ("Viva
Mexico") and numerous works for big band, orchestra and choir. His books "Jazz Keyboard Toolbox" and "Jazz
Piano Inventions" published by Alfred Publications, are fast becoming standard reference books in jazz, and his
big band compositions are published by Kendor Music, and the University of Northern Colorado Jazz Press.

In addition to several Down Beat Awards for his big band and orchestral pieces, Cunliffe won the Thelonius Monk
International Jazz Piano Award in 1989. This year, Bill received a Grammy for Best Instrumental Arrangement for
his West Side Story Medley, released on the CD, "The Resonance Big Band Pays Tribute to Oscar Peterson". He
has also been nominated for three Grammys and two Emmys as a composer and arranger.

His latest film project is "On The Shoulders of Giants", a documentary about jazz and basketball in Harlem in the
30's, produced by basketball great, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. Currently, he plays with his own trio, his group
Imaginacion, and duets with the great jazz flutist Holly Hofmann, with whom he has recorded five CDs.

John Riley is on the faculty of Manhattan School of Music, and SUNY Purchase, and is an Artist in

Residence at Amsterdam Conservatory, Holland. John is also the author of The Art of Bop
Drumming, Beyond Bop Drumming, The Jazz Drummer's Workshop, and has taught master classes



around the world. John played in, toured, and recorded with the famed One O'clock Lab Band
followed by a long stint with the Woody Herman Band. Following that great experience,John returned
to New York and began freelancing with a wide spectrum of world class musicians including Stan
Getz, Milt Jackson, Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, John Scofield, Bob Mintzer, Gary Peacock, Mike
Stern, Joe Lovano, the Vanguard Jazz Orchestra, the Carnegie Hall Jazz Band, John Patitucci, Bob
Berg, and many others.

Street 1 - reserved | Duration - 120 minutes with interval.

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
THE SUBTERRANEANS
ANDY BUTLER TRIO

SATURDAY 6 JULY @ 9:30PM (venue in cabaret format)

STANDARD $20
CONCESSION $15

James Ryan - Saxophone
James Hauptmann - Drums
Steve Hunter - Electric Bass
Special Guest: Ben Hauptmann - Electric Guitar

Winner of the 2011 The Australian Jazz 'Bell' Award for Best Australian Jazz Blend Album and one of Australia's
leading jazz groups, The Subterraneans hit the Capital Jazz Project hard with their high voltage brand of jazz
rock on Saturday 6th August.

'The Subs' released their debut album in June 2010 to huge critical and popular acclaim. The band holds bi
monthly residencies at The Town Hall Hotel, Newtown and regular performances at the The Basement. For this
performance 2010 Freedman Award winner Ben Hauptmann will be in the guitar chair.

James Ryan, James Hauptmann and Ben Hauptmann are all proud graduates of the Canberra School of Music
Jazz Department.

'The band is one of Sydney's strongest live acts, and this brilliant studio debut catches all that excitement, and
delivers it with a mighty sonic punch.' John Shand, Sydney Morning Herald June 2010

The Subterraneans will almost certainly demand a re-think of how many considered the music once called
'fusion'. Peter Wockner, Limelight Sep 2010

Saturday 6th's Late Night set comes from the Andy Butler Trio. This trio comprising Andy Butler (piano), Simon
Milman (bass) and Aidan Lowe (drums) have performed together regularly since 2009, playing both their original
music and as a rhythm section for other bands.

Andy plays in many ensembles in Canberra as well as composing his own music for the Trio and other projects.
He graduated from the ANU Jazz School in 2010 where he studied piano with Matt Thompson and composition
with Miroslav Bukovsky. He now performs regularly with members of the ANU faculty and various interstate
visiting artists. He was a finalist in the 2010 Sprogis Woods Jazz Composition Competition.

Simon is an in-demand bass player in many styles and a prolific composer. He is a graduate of the ANU Jazz
School and CAPO grant recipient for 2007 and has studied with Eric C. Ajaye, William Parker, John Patitucci,
Lincoln Goines, Cameron Undy and Matt Clohesy. He has performed with some of Australia's finest musicians
including Ben Hauptmann, James Hauptmann, Declan Kelly, Jess Green and Elana Stone.

Aidan has performed in Canberra with many visiting artists including Katie Noonan, Kristin Berandi, Katherine
Lambert, Matt McMahon and James Greening. He is a graduate of the ANU Jazz School and is completing his
honours with Colin Hoorweg in 2011.



Running times:
9:30pm - The Subterraneans
11pm - Andy Butler Trio

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx. 90 minutes

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
THE LIAM BUDGE QUARTET + THE JOCELYN JENSEN QUARTET

SUNDAY 7 AUGUST @ 4:30PM

STANDARD $13
CONCESSION $10

Two of the ANU School of Music Jazz Department's finest vocal quartets take centre stage in Street 2 for the
Capital Jazz Project on Sunday 7th August.

LIAM BUDGE QUARTET

Liam Budge - Vocals
Luke Sweeting - Piano
Rafael Jerjen - Bass
Luke Keenen-Brown - Drums

The Liam Budge Quartet is an emerging Jazz group from Canberra. Drawing on diverse influences and their
studies at the ANU School of Music, they combine exciting arrangements of standards with original compositions.
Lead singer, Liam Budge, has been under the tuition of Vince Jones and Kristin Berardi for the last three years,
and is currently making his mark on the Canberra Jazz scene. Liam has performed at a range of Jazz festivals
and has had the privilege of performing at Government House and the re-opening of the National Gallery of
Australia. In May 2011, Liam was selected as a finalist for the James Morrison Vocal Scholarship and performed
with James Morrison, James Muller and Sarah McKenzie during the competition.

The other members making up this exciting quartet are Luke Sweeting, Luke Keanen-Brown and Rafael Jerjen.
This rhythm section comprises some of the finest musicians in Canberra and with lead-singer Liam Budge,
represents some of the best emerging Jazz talent in Canberra and Australia.

JOCELYN JENSEN QUARTET

Jocelyn Jensen - Vocals
Matt Thompson - Piano
Rafael Jerjen - Bass
Henry Rasmussen - Drums

The Jocelyn Jensen Quartet began as a duo with pianist Matt Thompson in early 2010 and has since then grown
into a quartet. Matt is the key arranger for the group and draws upon many influences from an eclectic musical
taste and has worked tirelessly to find the tastiest chords available. Rafael Jerjen provides attitude from the bass
end of the group with melodic lines and dance moves designed to impress. The drums are orchestrated by Henry
Rasmussen who provides tasteful punctuation and groove.

Together these musicians create sounds that soothe, entice and excite, with arrangements of old standards,
originals and contemporary pieces. They have received great audiences at various South Coast jazz festivals
and recently performed live on Artsound 92.7fm, a Canberra radio station with a strong emphasis on jazz.

Street 2 - reserved | Duration - approx. 120 minutes with interval.

CAPITAL JAZZ PROJECT PRESENTS
THE IDEA OF NORTH - EXTRAORDINARY TALE ALBUM LAUNCH



SUNDAY 7 AUGUST @ 3PM + 7PM

STANDARD $37
CONCESSION $32
GROUP 4+ $29 ea.
GROUP 8+ $27 ea.
STUDENT  $21

The Idea of North, Australia's 2010 ARIA award winners for Best Jazz Album, return to The Street Theatre to
launch their brand new album, Extraordinary Tale. With The Idea of North's general focus on jazz, this album
brings together their love and understanding of the genre and their exquisite 'jazz' treatment of beautiful melodies
their audiences adore them for.

Extraordinary Tale features their popular a cappella arrangements never before recorded, such as Joni Mitchell's
"Both Sides Now", Aretha Franklin's "Since You Been Gone" and the much loved and frequently requested Irish
tune, "In This Heart". The album launches around Australia will also feature brand new Idea of North
arrangements including John Mayer's "Stitched Up" and the popular jazz standards "Dindi" and "St. Thomas".

Street 1 - reserved | Duration - 120 minutes including interval.


